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Rationale and Objectives: Grant funding institutions often require organizations to share their collected data as widely as possible while

safeguarding the privacy of individuals. Summaries based on these data are often released. Here, the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve is explored for potential statistical disclosures in the presence of auxiliary data.

Materials and Methods: Formulas are introduced for calculating the missing data points from the full data set, given that a user has an

empirical ROC curve and a subset of the data used to generate such a curve. Further, a discussion of the plausibility of this scenario is
presented.

Results: Diagnostic test data were simulated and an ROC curve was produced. Using a subset of the true data and the points on the

empirical ROC curve, an attempt was made to reproduce the missing parts of the data. Disease statuses were able to be determined
exactly, whereas test scores were solved for up to their rank.

Conclusions: If an individual or organization possessed the points of an empirical ROC curve and a subset of the true data, the true data

underlying the ROC curve can be reproduced relatively accurately. As a result, the release of summaries of data, including the ROC curve,
must be given careful thought before their release from a statistical disclosure perspective.
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M
any agencies that fund medical and public health

research require that data collectors take precau-

tions to protect the privacy of the individuals

whose data are being collected (1,2). However, many of

these same agencies also require data collectors to provide a

plan to disseminate these collected data while still

maintaining privacy (3). The first step in maintaining privacy

of individual level data—referred to as microdata—that will be

released for research is to remove obvious identifiers (4) such

as 18 identifiers outlined in the Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act (5–7). These include information

that could be easily used to identify an individual such as

name, birth date, and social security number. However,

simply removing these types of obvious identifiers is not

enough to ensure individuals’ privacy. An example of this

can be found in previous work (8), where the author was
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able to take deidentified public health data that was released

to the public and combine these data with publicly available

voting records in order to identify individuals in the released

data. Therefore, although removing obvious identifiers is a

necessary first step, it is certainly not sufficient to maintain

the privacy of individuals.
RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES

In general, there are a wide array of proposed methods for

controlling statistical disclosure in microdata, for example,

matrix masking (9) and synthetic data (10–13). Although

these methods, to some degree, add a layer of privacy to the

data that will potentially be released, quantifying just how

much protection these methods provide is another

challenge. If a measure of privacy was established, data-

releasing institutions could simply meet this privacy threshold

before releasing data. However, there are many possible ways

that disclosures can take place, and therefore many different

proposals for how to quantify privacy. Linkage-based meas-

ures of privacy in which a malicious data user is trying to Iden-

tify a record in the data are presented elsewhere (14–18).

Further proposals for assessing privacy can be found in the

computer science literature (19–21). Measures of privacy
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based on inferential privacy include work on differential

privacy (22) and its variants (23–27) as well as measures of

privacy incorporating area under the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve (28,29).

Although there are some clear statistical disclosure issues

with releasing microdata to the public, there are less obvious

disclosure issues when other types of data are released, for

instance, tabular data or summary statistics. Tabular data, often

consisting of count data, pose many different privacy issues in

terms of statistical disclosure. One common problem with

tabular data occurs when small cell counts occur in a table.

For instance, if a table cell contains a 1, the combination of

attributes occurring in this cell is unique at least in the data,

which could lead to an identification disclosure. As a result

of this potential disclosure, small cell counts are often sup-

pressed in released data tables. Summary statistics, such as

the sample mean or estimated regression coefficients, may

also pose the potential for statistical disclosure. Other possible

data summaries may also be vulnerable to statistical disclosure

in the presence of auxiliary information.

In this article, we focus on the ROC curve (30–32) and

explore some potential statistical disclosure issues involved

when a malicious data user has some subset of the true

microdata. This is accomplished here through an attempt to

learn private information about individuals’ diagnostic test

scores and disease status based on a simulated example.

Under the assumption that a malicious data user has access

to the true values of an empirical ROC curve and a subset

of the data, this article examines what information can be

learned about the subset of the data to which a malicious

data user does not have access.

One of the main problems with controlling statistical dis-

closures and maintaining privacy in general is the possibility

that a malicious data user may possess auxiliary data that he

or she can use to learn a private attribute of an individual

from released data that is meant to remain private. Specifically,

for summary data, if an individual collects a large subset of the

true data, even possibly all the observations except for one,

that individual can potentially use that released summary sta-

tistic in conjunction with the auxiliary data to learn the value

of the single datum that is missing. Although this may seem

like an unrealistic example to some, this may be possible on

a small scale when individuals disclose their data to another

party. This could particularly be an issue with results being

reported directly to patients (33,34). This exact scenario

occurs, for example, in public health data exchanges in

which data are aggregated from many sources. Public health

officials may pool data from many different individual

hospitals and perform analysis on the aggregated data and

potentially publish results. This is increasingly easy to

accomplish as an ever-increasing number of health care pro-

viders move toward electronic health records (EHR).

Although a researcher should not share a hospital’s data with

an unauthorized hospital, each hospital will have access to

the raw data that they contributed to the research. If any of

the hospitals are particularly large and contributed a substantial
890
percentage of the data, they may be able to learn some infor-

mation about patients at the other hospitals involved in the

study. Even worse, if hospitals were to collude and combine

their data, they may be able to potentially learn even more

about the patients whose raw data they do not possess. There-

fore, the need for greater awareness of statistical disclosure

control is important, especially in a society increasingly reliant

on data in a vast array of fields.

As a whole, statistical disclosure control is a broad topic and

a full review is beyond the scope of this article. Several com-

prehensive reviews of the statistical disclosure control litera-

ture have been published (35,36).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The false-positive rate (FPR) is defined as the probability that

an individual not having disease is incorrectly classified as

having the disease, and its empirical estimate is calculated

as the number of false positives divided by the number of

nondiseased individuals. Similarly, the true-positive rate

(TPR) is defined as the probability that an individual having

disease is correctly classified as having the disease, and its

empirical estimate is calculated as the number of true posi-

tives divided by the number of diseased individuals. An indi-

vidual is classified as having a disease if his or her test score is

above some predefined cutoff, c. Otherwise, the individual is

classified as not having the disease. The ROC curve considers

all possible cutoffs for classification, and FPRs and TPRs are

recorded for each cutoff. The ROC curve is created by plot-

ting each pair of FPR and TPR calculated based on each of

the cutoffs. By creating the ROC curve in this way, it will

always begin at the origin at ð0; 0Þ and extend to the point

ð1; 1Þ. As the diagnostic accuracy of the test is increased,

the curve will tend toward the upper left corner of the

plot. Alternatively, those diagnostics tests that perform poorly

will appear as an approximate 45� line from the origin to the

point ð1; 1Þ.
In this article, we assume that a malicious data user is trying

to learn the true disease statuses and test scores of the individ-

uals in the study whose data were used to create the empirical

ROC curve. Further, we are assuming that this user has the

exact values of the empirical ROC curve (ie, based on the

empirical true- and false-positive values) and a subset of the

true data set. Given these two sets of information—the points

on the ROC curve and a subset of the true data used to create

the ROC curve—the question of interest here is how much

can users learn about the raw data values in the full data set

that they do not already have in their possession.

Plausibility

A common question in setting up this study was the question

of whether this situation is at all plausible. How could a data

user obtain a subset of the true data? We offer several realistic

scenarios in which it is possible to obtain some or even a sub-

stantially large subset of the data.
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� Collusion: Multiple individuals share the results of their ra-

diology screening with each other to collect a subset of the

true data. This is especially of concern when the number of

observations in a study, n, is small.

� Multiple data sources: In a multisite study, data may be col-

lected from many sources such as hospitals or other organ-

izations. Each institution involved in a study would have

access to their raw data, which composes a subset of the to-

tal pooled data for a study. This problem would be further

compounded if institutions agreed to collude with one an-

other. For example, a group of hospitals under the same

management could combine their radiology results for a

larger study, and each individual hospital would have a sub-

set of the full data.

� Updating data sources over time: If an individual or organ-

ization has a data set at some time point and then at a later

time data points are added to the data set and the newer,

larger data set is used to compute summary statistics, the in-

dividual or organization with the old data set has a subset of

the full data.

These are just a few situations in which individuals

could possess a subset of the full data set, which they can

potentially use in conjunction with some released statistics

based on the full data set to learn something about the

remaining data points that are unknown to them. We

should make it clear that the work presented in this article

is entirely based on hypothetical scenarios, although we do

believe that the potential exists for this type of disclosure to

take place. In an era when medical centers are moving

toward EHR, the dissemination of vast quantities of data

can be moved and received very easily. This scenario,

where a malicious data user gains access to a large subset of

the total data through EHR, is of much more concern

because a potentially very large subset of the total data can

be obtained with ease. This is likely of much greater

concern than a situation such as collusion between individu-

als because the collection of a large subset of a large set of

radiology results through means other than electronic seems

onerous.

Notation

Consider a data setDwith n observations containing two var-

iables for each individual: a diagnostic test score, t, and a true

disease status, d. D+ is a subset of D with m observations

removed so that there are n� m observations in D+. Let the

vector of observed test scores in D+ be t ¼ ðt1.tn�mÞ and

the vector of observed disease statuses be d ¼ ðd1.dn�mÞ
where di is 1 when the i-th individual has the specified disease

and is 0 otherwise. Let the unobserved test scores be

tX ¼ ðtX1 .tXm Þ and the unobserved disease statuses be

dX ¼ ðdX1 .dXm Þ.
Using this notation, let P ¼Pn�m

i¼1 di þ
Pm

j¼1d
X
j and

N ¼ n�Pn�m
i¼1 di �

Pm
j¼1d

X
j , respectively, be the total

number of diseased and nondiseased subjects in the full
data set D. Similarly, define P+ ¼Pn�m
i¼1 di and

N+ ¼ n� m�Pn�m
i¼1 di to be the number of diseased and

nondiseased subjects in the observed data, D+, respectively.

This allows one to define FPR and TPR for D in terms

of the number of false positives (FP), the number of true

positives (TP), and a diagnostic cutoff (c):

FPRðcÞ ¼ FPðcÞ

N+ þ
 
m�

Xm
j¼1

dXj

! and

TPRðcÞ ¼ TPðcÞ
P+ þ

Xm
j¼1

dXj

where

FPðcÞ ¼ Pn�m

i¼1

ð1� diÞIðti$cÞ þPm
j¼1

�
1� dXj

�
I
�
tXj $c

�
TPðcÞ ¼ Pn�m

i¼1

diIðti$cÞ þPm
j¼1

dXj I
�
tXj $c

�

Iðti.cÞ ¼
�
1 : ti$c

0 : ti\c

Using the true values of the empirical ROC curve, the true

values for FPR and TPR are known for values of the cutoff

equal to each of the true test scores from the full data. If a mali-

cious data user has a subset of the true data,D+, the unknown

values are the unobserved test scores tX and the unobserved

disease statuses dX . Combining the true test scores and disease

statuses from D+ and the true TPR and FPR values from the

empirical ROC curve, the unknown values of tXj and dXj ,

j ¼ 1.m could be found by setting up a system of equations

with one equation for each true value of TPR and one equa-

tion for each true value of FPR based on the true points from

the empirical ROC curve.
RESULTS

Example 1: One Missing Data Point

Suppose there is a small data set, D, with 10 observations in

it as displayed in the two left columns of Table 1. Each

observation in the full data consists of the true disease status

and true test score for an individual. Further, a malicious

data user may have access to some subset of the data, D+,

as in the two right columns of Table 1. The user would

also likely be aware of the true number of subjects in the

full data set because the true value of n is often reported

in published studies. Here, a malicious data user who pos-

sesses the data in the two right columns of Table 1 has the

goal of trying to learn the true value of tX1 and dX1 . This

can be accomplished once this user gets access to the data

in Table 2 that contain the points along the empirical
891



TABLE 1. Full Data, D, in the Two Left Columns, and a Subset
of Data, D+, in the Two Right Columns

Test Score Disease Status Test Score Disease Status

2.98 1 2.98 1

2.71 1 2.71 1

1.50 1 1.50 1

1.32 0 1.32 0

1.05 0 1.05 0

tX1 ¼ 0:61 dX
1 ¼ 1

0.53 0 0.53 0

0.51 1 0.51 1

�0.20 0 �0.20 0

�1.85 0 �1.85 0

TABLE 2. ROC Data

FPR TPR

0 0

0 0.2

0 0.4

0 0.6

0.2 0.6

0.4 0.6

0.4 0.8

0.6 0.8

0.6 1.0

0.8 1.0

1 1.0

Figure 1. Empirical receiver operating characteristic curve for
example 1.
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ROC curve based on the full set of data, D. A plot of the

empirical ROC curve for the data set can be seen in

Figure 1.

As an example of how to set up the equations to solve

for the values of dX1 and tX1 , consider a cutoff value

of c = 1.05. This gives the following equation:

TPð1:05Þ ¼P9
i¼1diIðti$1:05Þ þ dX1 IðtX1 $1:05Þ. Comput-

ing the first summation involves counting the number of

observations where ti # 1.05 and di is 1. Based on the

observed data from two right columns of Table 1, there are

five observations in which ti meets the requirement and of

those three have disease status di = 1. This yields

TPRð1:05Þ ¼ 3þ dX1 I
�
tX1 $1:05

�
4þ dX1

because P+ ¼ 4. This formula can be calculated for TPR

and a similar formula calculated for FPR using each

observed value of ti as well as the unknown value of tX1 as a

cutoff.

Next, combining the data in Table 2 with the data in the

two right columns of Table 1, a malicious data user can solve

for the values of tX1 and dX1 . Here, this problem was solved

using the R function ‘‘optimize’’ by performing one-

dimensional optimization and optimizing over the sum of
892
the absolute differences between the true values of FPR and

TPR and the values of TPR and FPR based on tX1 and dX1 .

In this simple case, the optimize function can be run once

assuming that dX1 = 0 and once assuming that dX1 = 1, each

time solving for the single variable tX1 . Whichever of the

two runs of the optimize function achieves the smaller sum

of absolute difference, that result will be kept yielding a plau-

sible guess for tX1 and dX1 . In this case, the sum of the absolute

deviations is minimized at 0 when tX1 is near its true value and

dX1 = 1. Because the ROC curve depends only on ranks, many

different values of tX1 are solutions to minimizing the sum of

these absolute deviations. The optimize function happens to

return the value tX1 = 0.67 in this case. This is close to the

actual value of true missing test score, 0.61, but any value

between 0.53 and 1.05 is also a possible value for the missing

test score, tX1 because the ROC is based only on ranks of the

data. The range of possible solutions to the missing test score

will depend on where it falls in the ordered list of test scores.

For instance, if the missing test score had been 2.71 in this data

set, all one could say about the missing value was that it was

larger than 1.32. As for the disease status, which is likely a

much more sensitive piece of information, it can be found

exactly in this scenario.

Of course, this example is simply illustrative and is likely

unrealistic based both on the small number of observations

in the full data set and the ability of an individual to

obtain n� 1 observations of the full data set. Obtaining a

data set D+ with n� 1 observations is something of a worst

case scenario. The data snooper has almost all of the informa-

tion in D, while there is still something private for them to

learn. (Once they have the full data set, there is no longer any-

thing left to keep private from them.)



Figure 2. Empirical receiver operating characteristic curve for

example 2.

TABLE 3. Results

Solution Truth

tX dX tX dX

2.099 1 2.121 1

1.798 0 1.782 0

1.391 0 1.346 0

0.760 1 0.729 1

0.496 1 0.505 1

�0.096 1 �0.088 1

�0.610 1 �0.607 1

�0.813 1 �0.772 1

�6.686 0 �1.593 0

�8.978 0 �2.260 0
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Example 2: More Than One Missing Data Point ðm$2Þ

A more realistic scenario would include a larger data set and

a larger proportion of observations missing from it. The

following example starts with a data set with n = 100

observations, 50 diseased and 50 nondiseased. Test scores

for the nondiseased group follow a standard normal distribu-

tion with mean 0 and variance 1. Test scores for the diseased

subjects follow a normal distribution with mean 1 and

variance 1. In this fashion, a data set was simulated with a

resulting empirical ROC curve as shown in Figure 2.

Here, we choosem= 10, leaving 90 observations in the data

setD+. The question of interest is: What can be learned about

the 10 missing observations by combining the points on the

empirical ROC curve and the data set D+?

Rather than set up equations and solve for the unknown

quantities as before, which may be cumbersome when

m$2, we chose to attempt to solve this problem with more

than one missing observation using a Markov chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) technique (37) to solve for tX and dX . This

procedure was implemented using R, and full details of the

algorithm used are described in the Appendix.

Table 3 presents one solution to the missing data points

found using the MCMC procedure. The data found in the

two left-most columns, when added to the 90 known data

points, will create an empirical ROC curve that is exactly

the same as the empirical ROC curve created from the

true data set. One can see that the guessed disease statuses

are exactly the same as the true disease statuses, whereas

the guessed values of the test scores are often very close,

but certainly not exact. Some values, most notably in the

bottom two rows of the left-most column, are substantially

different from the true values of the test score. This is

simply due to the random guessing of the search algorithm.
The ROC curves only need to be matched based on the

ordering of the diagnostic test scores. So, although these

guesses are substantially different than the truth, it does

reflect the information that the test score is on the lower

end of test scores in the data set, and that is all that can be

learned about that observation. Alternatively, test scores in

the middle can be found with a relatively high degree of

accuracy. This occurs when the missing value has to be

between two very close values that are both known and

have different disease statuses. This forces the guess of the

test score to fall in a very narrow window, giving us more

information about the true value of the test score. In the

end, one can solve for disease statuses uniquely, whereas a

solution to the test scores is not unique but correctly

ordered.

After all of the missing disease statuses in D+ are deter-

mined, a malicious data user can then attempt to learn

attributes of the individuals in the data set. This could hap-

pen, for instance, if all the missing disease statuses in D+ are

found to be the same. A data user can then infer the exact

value of disease status for all of the individuals in D that

are not in D+. However, even if not all of the missing dis-

ease statuses are the same, as in this example, the possibility

of some type of disclosure still exists. For instance, say there

is a particular disease that occurs in 10% of the population. If

the malicious data user learns that 90% of the individuals

who are in D but not in D+ have that particular disease,

some amount of disclosure has occurred. Simply knowing

that every individual in a population has a 10% chance of

having a disease is not a privacy concern; however, in this

example, a data user has learned that the individuals in this

data have a 90% chance of having a disease. Our knowledge

of the probability that an individual has a 90% chance as

opposed to a 10% chance of having a disease is not based

on the fact that the individual belongs to the general

population of interest nor is it based on knowing some

demographic characteristic of the individual that affects

the likelihood of the disease. The updated information

about the probability of having a disease is based on simply

knowing that the person belongs to the dataset.
893
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CONCLUSIONS

With a subset of a true data set and the true values of an

empirical ROC curve, the remaining missing disease statuses

can be recreated and the missing test values can be found up

to their ordered location within the test scores. This allows a

malicious data user to learn data points that contain true

disease statuses and the ordered location of the test score for

individuals who are in the larger data set, but outside of the

subset of data that he or she possesses. This allows a user to

closely reproduce the microdata associated with the creation

of the ROC curve that would most likely not be released in

its raw form because of ethical or legal requirements.

Further, although it would certainly be considered a disclo-

sure if an individual could be linked to an observation in the

data set resulting in the learning of the true disease status, it

seems like a difficult undertaking in reality—although

certainly possible depending on the auxiliary data that a user

possesses. More plausible as a potential disclosure would be

a scenario in which a malicious user had a subset of the data

that occurred in such a way that all or nearly all of the obser-

vations that weremissing had the same disease status. Once the

data user combinedD+ with the ROC curve and learned that

all of the observations that were missing were the same disease

status, the user can infer the disease status of any subject that

is in the full data set, but who is not in D+. No linking

or identification needs to take place in order for a private

attribute to be learned. All that needs to be known about a

subject is that he or she is in the data set D.

Some individuals may not particularly care if information

about themselves is not kept private, but this does present

the potential for a situation in which their decision to reject

their right to privacy has the potential to affect the privacy

of others. In this sense, privacy is no longer an individual

choice, but must be considered collectively. Each time partic-

ipants in a database reveal some detail about themselves, the

privacy of every entry in the entire database could potentially

suffer. In this sense, privacy is not necessarily something that

is just a personal decision, but rather one that individuals

must (or should) consider in terms of how their decision to

disseminate their personal information publicly affects the

privacy concerns of everyone else who has participated in

the databases. Because ROC curves are often used to assess

diagnostic accuracy in a radiology setting, we recommend

that researchers working in this area be aware of some of the

potential threats to privacy when working with and releasing

ROC curves in their research.

Because an individual releasing his or her own private data

can lead to the disclosure of information about other members

of a database, data collectors (eg, researchers, radiologists)

may want to discuss this issue with individuals at the time of

data collection. Along with all of the consent forms and the

guarantees of confidentiality presented by the data-

collecting agency, data collectors may want to mention how

the privacy of other individuals can be affected by the release

of others’ private information, as it is quite likely that many
894
study participants are unaware of how disclosure of their

information may lead to disclosure of information pertaining

to other individuals. For the sake of the privacy of others,

this may make participants more reluctant to release their

information. Further, individuals or organization that are

publishing and releasing summary statistics or plots such as

the ROC curve need to at least be aware of the potential for

statistical disclosures to take place. These individuals and

organizations can limit the potential disclosures by safeguard-

ing their own raw data and making sure that only authorized

users have access to all, or even a subset, of the data. Also,

organizations should be aware, when releasing plots such as

the ROC curve, if a separate organization has access to a subset

of the full data. Therefore, agencies should keep good records

of exactly who has access to different parts of the full data,

which will allow informed decisions to be made as to which

plots and summary statistics can be released without undue

levels of risk of disclosures occurring.

Future and ongoing work in this area includes attempting

the same type of disclosures with a ROC curve and a data

set D+, but rather than using the points on the empirical

ROC curve, the points on a smooth ROC curve would be

used. A technique similar to the one described here could

possibly be used to create a disclosure scenario similar to the

examples presented here. One other issue to overcome

regarding the empirical ROC curve is how to collect the

true data points from this curve. Here, it is assumed that a

malicious data user would have a data setD+ and also the exact

values of the points on the empirical ROC curve. Although it

is certainly possible to possess a data set such as D+, it is less

likely that a malicious data user would have the exact values

of the empirical ROC curve. A more plausible scenario is

that a data user would have D+ and an image of the empirical

ROC curve. Although this certainly makes the problem more

difficult to solve, the hurdle is likely a small one because there

are many publicly available software programs for extracting

data from an image. After a malicious data user transforms

an image of the empirical ROC curve into data points, the

procedure presented here can once again be used to try to

find the true values of the data that the malicious data user

does not have. Finally, although many variables will affect

what the malicious data user can learn about the unobserved

portion of the data, two of the most important ones include

the sample size of the total data, n, and the size of the observed

data, m. In the future, we believe an examination of how

differing values of m and n are related to the amount of

information that can be learned about the unobserved data

points would be useful. Results of such a study would aid in

creating guidelines for practical use.
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APPENDIX

Description of the MCMC Procedure

1. Initial values for the vectors tX0 and dX0 are generated by

sampling from the observed values contained in D+.

2. D+, tX0 , and dX0 are combined to form a candidate com-

plete data set and are used to calculate TPR and FPR

for the ROC curve.

3. The true values of TPR and FPR are compared to the

values of TPR and FPR based on the candidate complete
896
data set. The sum of the absolute deviations (SAD)

between the true and candidate TPRs and FPRs is

calculated.

4. tXtþ1 ¼ tXt þ Z, where Z is an m dimensional multivariate

normal distribution with mean 0, variance 1, and cova-

riance 0 and dXtþ1 is generated by randomly replacing

one randomly chosen element of dXt with either a 0 or a 1.

5. SADtþ1 is calculated using D+, tXtþ1, and dXtþ1 at time

t þ 1. If SADtþ1\SADt , tXbest ¼ tXtþ1, and dXbest ¼ dXtþ1;

otherwise, tXbest ¼ tXt and dXbest ¼ dXt .

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until SAD ¼ 0.
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